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CARLYLE AND THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS OP THE CHILD
INTRODUCTION
Nineteenth-century English history has been exten¬
sively elaborated upon by critics who have presented a
panorama of Ingenloua ideas portraying an age in need of
massive reforms in all facets of life. Among the Victorian
writers to whose works reference is made, Carlyle is the
focal point of critical analysis in this thesis. Although
such contemporary prose writers as Macaulay, Newman and
Arnold expoxinded on the condition of England in their works,
Carlyle seems to be most outstanding for his satiric approach
in discussing the problem,
England at this time suffered from ills of all kinds,
for there seems to have existed throughout the ooimtry a
mental and moral anarchy extending from the aristocratic' class
to the lower class, the working class, Carlyle, being led by
hia intuition, seeks to exhibit the shams of his society and
to offer methods for its amelioration in his autobiographical
allegory-fantasy Sartor Hesartus, the work chosen for close
scrutiny in this discussion.
It is interesting to note that the reading public had
enlarged considerably by the time Sartor Resartus was pub¬
lished, largely owing to an Increased Interest in reading in
the middle class. This enabled Carlyle to use the approach
of indirection to show the need for new, organic ideas that
11-
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were attainable through an adoption of Idealism, as Kant would
suggest, rather than through an adoption of materialism, as
suggested by Macaulay►
Moreover, Carlyle has been noted for his transcendental
philosophy, his Ideas on democracy, his comments on Inter¬
national slavery, and his general concept of a complete rebirth
of his era, the Victorian period.. Yet no one seems to have
noted closely that child development Is an Integral part In
Carlyle's transcendental message, that the educative procesa
of the child In such a world of complexities Is one worth con¬
sidering, for It Is assuredly Teufelsdrockh*s latent Ideaa
during Infancy, which are converted to activity during maturity
owing to his experiences with the outer world, that made the
work Sartor possible.
Several concepts helped to mold Carlyle's viewpoint on
life, as vividly portrayed In his "dldactlor novel," and In
order to comprehend fully the essence of his philosophy one
must be acquainted with these concepts, as discussed briefly
below.
One may find traces of the Neo-Platonlc tradition In
theology, which opposes the pagan myths concerning Christianity.^
Plotinus, the foimder of Neoplatonism, sets forth the assumption
that there seems to exist a supreme Immaterial force which Is
Identifiable with the "Good" In Platoj everything else radiates
^Thomas Whittaker, The Neo-Platonlsts (Cambridgei The
University Press, 1928), p, 136,
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from It, In descending order of reality and value, the uni¬
versal Mind, universal Soul, and Nature constitute the major
phases, and man is callable of exhibiting all of them. On the
lowest level mentioned, man's activity is subconscious and
matter is not completely formed. In the intermediate position'
between "Intelllglbilla" and ''senslbllla'*^ the mental state
of existence of man is; normal, for man is capable of reasoning
analytically. The highest achievement that can be attained
ia that of intuitive apprehension, the Mind, which can be
reached only through Intellectual training,3 Whittaker feels,
however, that this highest level represents the divine mind,
which occupies the position of the primtm mobile and conse¬
quently encloses the universe,^ It la this level that man
should strive to reach ultimately,.
Of the three stages, the natural level, the lowest,
is of most Importance for this discussion. To show the move¬
ment toward progresa, toward the Unmoved Mover,, some thought
will ba given to the levels of the Soul and the Mind to reveal
the sloughing off of the sole dependence on Nature for its
guidance, as in the sensuous state, when the educative process
Is^ in its dormant stage,
^Philip Merlan, From Platonism to Neoplatonism (The
Hague I Martlnus Nljhoff, 1953)t P* 32,
3w. K, CrUthrie, "Plotinus," Grolier Universal Encyclo-
pediai ed, William Morris, VIII (I966), 244,
^*Whlttaker, op, cit.. p, I93,
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Thls leads to a more basic consideration of CEarlyle*s
philosophy of life in relation to Sartor. His philosophy has
been described by John Holloway^ as a kind of revolt against
a mechanical society. The tenets Involved Include theset
that the universe is an expression of a cosmic spiritual llfei
that everything In the universe could manifest" this llfej and
that It Is'manr^s responsibility to forsake his own happiness
If such renunciation means keeping this cosmic life viable.
There are also Calvinlstlo doctrines which underlie Carlyle‘a
philosophy, owing to his upbringing as: a Calvinist. He recog¬
nizes the omnipotence and the omnipresence of God, believes
that necessity governs the universe, renounces temporal enjoy¬
ment, realizes that the world Is full of delusion, and believes
In predestination. All of these tenets are to be found In
Sartor Resartus. a work which renders the universe divine rather
than mechanical. Furthermore, It Is the recognition of the
universe as divine which really brings happiness to Carlyle,
and which could do likewise today If man could be brought to a
full realization of the "Good" that exists In everything viable.
In contrast to hlsrCalvinist creed, Carlyle’s Puritan sense of
duty la discernible, for he considers duty more worthy than
the doctrine of "profit-and-losa." What does It profit a'man,
moreover, to gain the whole world and lose hla soul?
Worth mentioning at this point Is^ the transcendental
^The Victorian Sage (Hamden, Conn.i Archon Books,
1962), p. 23.
philosophy adhered to by Carlyle, Transcendentalism concerns
various tenets. Usefiil for this discussion are Its beliefs
that the wisdom of man comes partly from his Inner being, that
something transcends external experiences, that a personal
relationship- exists between God and man, and that man should
live close to nature, Edward Dowden^ suggests that Carlyle's
militant actions agalnsfr a low utilitarian society form the
basis for his use of transcendental Ideas,
Further, Dowden describes the transcendental thinker
as one who Is not mechanically connected with the Divine Spirit,
for It Is within the Individual and Immanent throughout the uni¬
verse. Moreover, In an attempt to undergo a transcendental
experience one makes an appeal to his own Inner self, from one
faculty to a higher one. This progression Is seen as Carlyle
clearly reveals the appeal being made to the spiritual nature
of man,7 Yet he seems to go further than this Inner appeal}
he tends to transcend human nature and go through the existing
world In search of one beyond It, George Santayana® makes
this clear In his commentary on the worth of a philosopher.
He feels that a philosopher must come Into contact with nature,
thus showing the continuous process of adjusting Inner thoughts
to outer Influences,
^Studies In Literature! 1789-1877 (Londoni Kegan
Paul, Trench and Co., 1909), P* 73*
^Ibld.. p. 57.
^Platonism and the Spiritual Life (New Yorki Charles
Gcrlbner's Sons, 1927), P. 26,
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Thls thesis is designed to enlighten the reader on
how Carlyle shows how the Inner and outer aspects of life con¬
tinuously Interpenetrate each other for an explanation of any
higher goal suid how this whole drama of life begins first with
the rudiments of learning Imparted to the child.
The three distinct ages of man are conspicuous In the
work being studied, Sartor Resartus. The growth of the Indi¬
vidual through childhood, youth, and maturity Is viewed, with
the concomitant force of Nature, which seems to affect one’s
mental and spiritual growth. Generally there Is a tendency
to Indicate that Nature Is only effective during the first
age—chlldhoodi however. Its effectiveness dxirlng the perioda
of youth and maturity should not be omitted.
Three chapters comprise the extent of this thesis.
Background Information on the nature of the child and his
basic educational needs Is compared to the alms of education
for the Victorian child in the first chapter. In Chapter Two
the passivity of the child, who Is constantly being activated
by the natural environment. Is explicated. The last chapter
delineates the Idea that the young man’s education Is influenced
greatly by his social environment, which may Involve entangle¬
ments which he must overcome before he can attach real value
to reality*
CHAPTER I
BASIC EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE CHILD AND
VICTORIAN AIMS OP EDUCATION
Close study of the growth of the Individual Is
neoessarlly "begun with a reevaluation of the basic educa¬
tional needs of the child before entrance Into any school
of learning. These needs are met mainly through parental
guidance In the form of teaching the child fair play and
simple codes of conduct or behavior.
Infancy and childhood, the first stage of growth, are
closely Intertwlnedi consequently, comments made about them
are almost Indivisible. During Infancy the Individual, who
Is asocial, Is least susceptible to Improvement Intellectually.
The mind Is untainted with vice, and the Infant Is therefore
capable at this time of being cultivated Into an amiable and
a virtuous person.9 This Is not applicable to the Infant of
the poor, whose surroundings are probably Infiltrated with all
sorts of contamination. Small wonder, then, that Carlyle Is
Interested In alleviating the "condition of England," hence
In removing the child of the poor from contaminated Influences.
The Infant's movements are aimless and archaic, but
through slow processes he makes radical changes which are made
^Thomas: Pole, "Early Moral Education," The Edinburgh
Review. XXXVIII (1823), ^38.
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to be In harmony with his present environment so that another
“cultiire epoch* is created,^® Consequently much attention
should be given to cultivating the Infant’s mind, because
sensory Impressions made at this time are long-lasting. Nature,
being more accessible to the child who grows up In a rural
area than to one who lives In the city,, plays her role In this
period.
From the age of two to three the child Is In a state of'
perpetual curiosity. In a state of being eager to learn the
nature of the world. In this stage the relevance of Nature Is
understood, for here, as Froebel suggests, the child will In
due time become conscious of morals from surrounding nature, as
he becomes aware of his physical energies, Freedom and re¬
striction are also made known to the child, for he sees these
reconclllable opposites In the animals to which he Is naturally
attracted} he views some animals as they are free to move about,
while others are put In devices for confinement, such as a cage
or an aquarium.
Early childhood education emphasizes literature In the
form of myths or fairy tales, especially for older children.
The Importance of myths Is traceable to primitive learning,
which is observed in primitive man’s Interpretation of natural
Stanley Hall, Youthi Its Education. Heglmen, and
Hygiene (New Yorkt D, Appleton and Co,, 1920), p, 20,
Hjames L, Hughes, Froebel’s Educational Laws for All
Teachers (New Yorki D, Appleton and Co,, 1897), p, 72,
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ocourrences^ concerning the sun, stars, oceans, eto'w and their
effects upon his dally life activities.These primitive
beliefs form the basis upon which many religious beliefs are
practiced, and may stiggest the root of England's high regard
for the Intimate relationship between religion and education.
The Norse myth seemingly appeals to Carlyle's sense
of valor or virtue, as he says
I feel that these old Northmen were looking Into
Nature with open eye and souli most earnest, honest,
childlike; and yet manlike; with a great-hearted sim¬
plicity and depth and freshness. In a true, loving,
admiring, and unfearing way. A right valiant, true
old race of men,^3
Ultimately, a pervasive romantic^ tendency of Carlyle Is seen
In his connection of Nature with childhood. It Is Nature which
offers an environment conducive to contemplation to one who
has romantic Inclinations, Nature Is seen further to enliven
man with a feeling for love, kindliness, so that he can be a
shaper of culture or thought,Infancy, then. Is controlled
by the omnipotence' of Nature, and the baby Is thus guided solely
by Instinctive drives.
Having seen that no conscious social learning or Inter¬
relation Is deemed possible with the child, let us move on to
more specific Ideals, those upheld by the Victorians,
12Ruby Minor, Early Childhood Education (New Yorkt
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 193?)i p. 462,
13lbld.
lamest Bernbaum, Guide Through the Romantic Movement
(New York; The Ronald Press Co,, 19^9;, P. 89,
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During the Victorian era In England, the people suf¬
fered from the catastrophic effects of the wars and the In¬
dustrial revolution. In spite of England's condition, some
effective and non-revolutionary attempts were made to cause
the educational system to become nationalized during the first
half of the nineteenth century. The reformers had In mind some
Interesting perspectives which, according to William Knicker¬
bocker, ^ 5 were aimed toward breaking class barriers and bridg¬
ing Intellectual pursuits. They were as followsi to educate
the masses, seemingly Carlyle's first preference* to establish
educational Institutions for the working classes* to open the
colleges and universities to women* and to revive the spirit
In the public schools and universities.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century and the
early part of the nineteenth, men such as Samuel Butler and
Thomas Arnold were Instrumental In helping to promote quality
education, the kind which foreshadows Carlyle's high Ideals,
Samuel Butler, elected to be headmaster of Shrewsbury
In 1798, made reforms relative to the teaching methods of his
predecessors Bell and Alexander, Abolishing what Carlyle did
stigmatize as "gerund-grinding," whereby boys had been set to
learn by heart the rule of grammar and syntax from old Latin
textbooks, Butler had his boys engrossed In learning only what
15"Educatlon and the Spread of Knowledge," Backgrounds
to Victorian Literature, ed. Richard Levine (University of
California, Riverside* Chandler Publishing Co,, 1968), p, 139,
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was necessary, in emulating others^ in scoring high on exami¬
nations for promotion, and in practicing the important art of
self-reliance.^^
The earlier Victorian era of progressive education can
"be discussed with reference to Thomas Arnold’s educational ef¬
forts, A private tutor prior to his position at Rugby, Amold
had an insightful understanding of a boy’s nature and was rich¬
ly qualified to make suggestions for the learning process at
any time. At Rugby in 182?, he was interested in Introducing
separate studies, more adequate supervision, smaller dormito¬
ries, and an education geared toward religion and a liberal
culture. He stressed that self-activity and self-expression
should be effected by the proper teaching methods. In addition
to the linguistic exercises required in studying the classics,
Arnold felt they should also be used for philosophical, ethical,
and political thinking. Moreover, he believed that all public
education should have as Its^ base the idea of Christianity, He
Is^ credited for having saved the public school system from being
under the complete control of the State,
Owing to the scarcity of schools in this era, sponsor¬
ships and fiinctional legislation made it possible for nearly all
people to obtain beneficial educatlbn. Examples of those who
1%, C. Barnard, A History of English Education (Warwick
Square, Londoni University of London Pressi Ltd., 19^1), p, 73»
17lMd., pp. 77-79.
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sponsored programs Include mill owners, such as Sir Robert
Peel, the first baronet, and Robert Owen, who produced jointly
the Factory Act of 1802 (sometimes called the Peel Act), which
provided schools for their employees and the children of the
employees. The detailed title of the act followst "An act
for the preservation of the health and morals of apprentices
and others employed in cotton and other mills and cotton and
other factories,"^®
This Act is significant as the first systematic State
regulation in Industry, Its provisions are as followsi work¬
ing hours are restricted to twelve a day, with no work allowed
after darki cleanliness in the factory is mandatoryi the three
R*s are taught during the dayi religion is taught for an hour
on Sunday, This bill did not prove effective, for it was bene¬
ficial to a few only. The results of the Factory Act were not
realized tintll the passing of the Education Act of 1870,^9
The account of Robert Owen is particularly interesting
because of his Interest in reforming his society socially
(setting up an ideal community in America) as well as educa¬
tionally, although the latter is under discussion here, Owen’s
belief is that "Human nature is one and the same in all . , ,
by Judicious training the Infants of any one clasa in the world
l®John W, Adamson, English Education (Cambridgei The
University Press, 1964), p, 16,
^^Barnard, op, clt., p, 64,
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may be readily transformed into men of any other class.* He
further contends that one's environment determines his charac¬
ter, and that those who are In a position to provide the proper
means should help relieve those in a state of destitution.
Having organized a factory community at New Lanark,
Owen employs no child under the age of ten and provides free
education for children five through ten. Finding that the
monitorial system doe® not work too well in the free schools,
Owen consults progressive people In education and adopts the
following program! the teaching of the three R*s, geography
and history, natiare study, dancing, singing and drilli admin¬
istering no punishmentI and the stressing of goodwill and social
service,
Owen Is credited with opening in 1816 the first Infant
school in Great Britain, the forerxinner of today's nursery
school. By way of pictorial lessons, singing, dancing and
playing games the children, as young as^ one and one-half years
old,, are taught. Apprentices have classes after working hours,
and the employees use the schools as recreational centers,20
This one man had a definite Impact on the educational program
as It Is today, and there were other wealthy men who also helped
to maintain schools financially.
Opportunities to learn about science and technological
machines and processes are offered by the new educational Insti-
^^Barnard, op, clt,, pp, 58-59.
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tutlons in place of the traditional humanities. Therefore
creativity has a chance to play its role in the process of
learning. Artisans are able to participate in debatesi dis¬
cussions, and social functions to help build a foimdatlon for
their technical instruction, for they have had no previous
elementary education. Mechanics attend institutes created
especially for them,, but taken over by I85O by thousands of
clerks, apprentices and mlddle^class people,The poor women
and children are provided useful education concomitantly with
the artisans and mechanics. Apprenticeship, which lasts for
seven years, entails^ mandatory religious training and four
years of instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Some British schools are, meanwhile, teaching geography, geome¬
try and surveying, save those attended by children of the poor,^^
The First Reform Bill (I832) marks the provision of
education for all grade levels, although no State organization
exists. New boroughs are created in the industrial areas,
giving the middle classes and manufacturing towns an opportunity
to have a voice in legislation. There are primary schools which
are connected with the religious bodies, antiquated secondary
schools, recently created secondary schools with different
curricula, and a few secondary schools that are affiliated with
^^Barnard, op, cit.. p, 91*
22Adamson, loc, cit.
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the only English xiniverslties—Oxford and Cambridge,23
Some interesting comments by contemporaries of Carlyle
are worth mentioning. In his lecture on education to a group
of laborers at a mechanics Institute, John Morley, a statesman
son of Oxford, has this to sayt
The great need in modern culture, which is scientific
in method, rationalistic in spirit, and utilitarian in
purpose, is to find some effective agency for cherishing
within us the ideal, . , , It is life that is ths great
educator. But the parcel of books, if they are well
chosen, reconcile us to this discipline, they Interpret
this virtue and this justice* they awaken within us the
diviner mind, and rouse us to a consciousness of what
is best in others and ourselves,
Acquaintance with literature seems to be Morley*s requisite for
one’s obtaining the divine truth, A different approach is taken
by Lord John Russell, the Home Secretary, who maintains thati
Much remains to be done, and among the chief defects
yet subsisting may be reckoned the insufficient number
of qualified schoolmasters, the Imperfect method of
teaching which prevails in, perhaps, the greatest number
of the schools* the absence of any sufficient inspection
of the schools and examination of the nature of the
instruction given* the want of a model school . , , and
finally the neglect of this great subject among the
enactments of our voluminous legislation,25
Could there possibly be any other specific ideas within which
the present decade of our own school system find its identity?
Without doubt, it can be seen that Lord Russell's ideas seem
to offer more in the form of legislative measures, while Morley*s
23Adamson, op, clt,, p. 31*
2^*Knlckerbocker, op, cit., p, l68.
25Adamson, p, 123*
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tend to deal with spiritual enlightenment.
Another effort to help nationalize England is seen
in the Evangelical movement within the church of England.
The adherents of this movement see religion as an intimate
relation between God and the soul. Their concern centers
around these Ideasi missionary work, the abolition of the
slave trade and its iniquities (accomplished in I833), and
the welfare of the physical and mental condition of the poor
and the prisoners,26 aH ©f these ideas had effects upon the
educational principles and practices.
In 1835 Carlyle recommends that a new scheme of na¬
tional education include every Englishman’s being taught the
alphabet and how to read, through the circulation of teachers
over the entire country and within a ten-year period to allevi¬
ate the monstrosity of Ignorance, Perhaps if the government
did not have its own duty levied on the local newspapers or
magazines, more Englishmen would not be so uninformed or un¬
intelligent, In defining Intellectual tragedy, Carlyle says
this about the lack of educationi
. , , That there should one man die Ignorant who had
capacity for knowledge, this I call tragedy ... the
miserable fraction of Science which our united Mankind,
in a wide Universe of nescience, has acquired, why is not
this, with all diligence. Imparted to all?27
26Adamson, op, oit.. p, 17*
27Bernard N, Schilling, Human Dignity and the Great
Victorians (New Yorki Coltunbia University Press, 19^6), p, 83,
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C&irlyle answers his own question with his strong plea for man¬
datory national education, Imposing penalties of a harsh nature
on parents who neglect giving their children this opportunity
to learn and on anyone who also falls to learn how to read# Car¬
lyle agrees with the concomitant religious training advocated
strongly by Arnold and other contemporary writers or scholars.
But what really befuddles Carlyle from the start Is that every
man, out of necessity, must be reminded of his everlasting duty.
Just two years'before Carlyle speaks, John Roebuck, an advocate
of popular education, foreshadowed Carlyle’s beliefs. Roebuck’s
Ideas were that parents should send their children from age slx^
through age twelve. In cases where they could afford, to the
State school} otherwise, they should be compelled to do so.
Through drill and regimentation, beginning with children,
Carlyle advocates ’’rhythmic human companionship,* The develop¬
ment of the children’s motor skills through processes of coordi¬
nation efficiently prepares them for this role of obedience and
being commanded.^® This role Is traceable, moreover, to every
man’s *heaven-born Docility or power of being educated ...
perhaps the deepest and richest element In human nature," On
the other hand, this act of submission does not denote a dele¬
tion of spontaneity} rather. It offers a certain amount of con¬
trol, administered through love. In compliance with the law as
28Schilling, op. olt.. p, 82,
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establlshed; this is easily discernible in the Instance of a
child’s being obedient to parents and teachers. In other
words, one should not be forced to do anything, but through
self-activity, freedom of the will with definite goals to meet,
one should be able to produca "sweetness and light," Matthew
Arnold’s phrase for the production of that best in us which we
can call culture.
The improvement of educational alms and practices is
being made constantly, from the nursery schools to the colleges
and imlversltiesr, yet at some stage in life this improvement
seems to become stagnated or inadeqxaately diffused within the
confined area of England or any place, for that matter. This
complacent attitude toward the necessary Intellectual training
in life stands in need of "new clothes," hence of a reclothing
of the mind for useful knowledge. The process of attaining
this goal is set forth in the next chapter.
CHAPTER II
CHILDHOOD AND NATURE IN SARTOR
Postiilates projected In the ensuing chapter are that
during the age of childhood the child is passively Involved
with Intellectual pursuits^ and that Natvirer is a controllings
force in shaping the child's actions. It may be noted, while
considering the incidents presented by Carlyle in his auto¬
biography, Sartor Resartus, that through fictional means
corresponding incidents are traceable to his real-life experi¬
ences,
Joseph Marling asserts the Aristotelian view of Nature
as a becoming, a growth, an action,^9 This interpretation off
Natiire forms the basis for the elaboration of ideas in this
chapter. Nature is seen as the medium throiigh which progress
is made, even though one goes through adverse clrciimstances
to obtain those products of Nature deemed noble or highly moral.
An approach is made first to demonstrate how Carlyle
manipulates Nature in his spiritual worki however, it must be
made clear that Carlyle is not a romanticist. Clearly, one is
able to discern how the romantics, with Wordsworth as a prime
example, use natural scenery throughout their works to show how
it Influences an Indlvidml's actions. Carlyle,, on the other
^^The Order of Nat^e (Washington, D, C, i The Catholic
University of America, 193^), P, 50.
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hand, thinks of Nature as a concept In a maternal position,
and uses it primarily in that manner, but at times he does
use natural objects as a background for the moral and intel¬
lectual ideas he wishes to convey.
Book One of Sartor gives an account of the secluded
environment in which Carlyle wrote the work at Craigenputtockj
a moorland farm purchased by Jane Welsh’s father and willed
to her. It gives the picture of one who has written the en¬
tire work and is relaying all incidents that now stand clear
in his mind from an adult viewpointi in other words, he reml-
nisoesi or, as Albert LaValley^O puts it, he spiritually
redefines the past, presenting his first acquaintance with
Nature and its worth to him as he sees himself presently.
Owing to this mature attitude, the first book cannot adequately
supply detailed Information on Carlyle’s use of Nature and the
childf consequently, Book Two is being studied primarily for
such analysis, although some references will be made to the
first book also.
As the discussion on Carlyle opens, bear in mind that
he uses as his persona the character of Diogenes Teufelsdrockh,
and that he begins with the birth process—the most important
moment in one’s life. Thia Is^ no doubt, the reason he tends
to regard one’s biography highly. Therefore an appropriate
beginning is the genesis of an individual,
3Qcarlyle and the Idea of the Modern (New Haveni Yale
University Press, 19^8), p, 105*
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The first chapter of Book Two of Sartor describes
the arrival at the Futterals of young Teufelsdrockh, who Is
called by them Interchangeably Diogenes (**God-born") and
Gnescheni ironically, the author inserts a feeling of Diogenes*
being ill-starred and left to survive under the influence of
Chance, As the infant Diogenes, dressed in a imified garment,
is bdlng brought to the aged couple, an interesting atmosphere
is described thusi
•into this umbrageous Man*s-nest, one meek yellow
evening or dusk, when the Sun, hidden indeed from
terrestrial Entepfuhl, did nevertheless Journey visible
and radiant along the celestial Balance (Libra), it
was that a Stranger of reverend aspect entered, , , ,*31
The mythical significance of the sign Libra brings to mind
that everything in Entepfuhl at this time contributes to the
utmost serenity, balance, order, and unity, as suggested by
the inanimate symbol of the scales. Note that this is the
only zodiacal sign which honors an inanimate object,32 itsr
meaning may be analogous to the child*s social and intellectual
inactivity, for his mind may now be termed as a Wordsworthian
tabula rasaI he la at first ignorant, but later acquires the
use of his senses. In further describing the excerpt, the meek¬
ness supplied by the moon or the sunset seems to foreshadow the
aspect of the meek young child,. The Man*s-nest somewhat pro-
3lThomas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus (New Yorki The
Odyssey Press, 1937)* P» [Subsequent references quoted from
Carlyle are taken from this source unless otherwise indicated,]
32Gertrude and James Jobes, Outer Spacei Myths Name
Meanings Calendars (New Yorki The Scarecrow Press,, 1964) . "p, 113,
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JiectS the idea of a man viewing himself as a microcosm In
that vast macrocosm, the world. The house Itself was
A roomy painted Cottage, embowered In fruit-trees and
forest-trees, evergreens and honeysuckles; rising
many-coloured from amid shaven grass-plots, flowers
struggling-ln through the very windows, (S. R,, p. 83)
Given a picture of this kind of domicile. It Is no wonder
that the Putterals are good-hearted people who accept from
a mysterious stranger a child, an Infant lying In a basket
covered with a green veil, and care for him. Moreover, the
green veil may be applied to the child's state of being un¬
aware of the real problems In life. It may further suggest
his xanannounced parentage and the type of training he received
at school.
These ideas, of course, should not lead one to believe
that Carlyle knew nothing about his real birth. Born to James
and Margaret Carlyle on December 4, 1795* Thomas Carlyle was
a member of a Scottish peasant family. His father, energetic,
stern, ambitious, self-supporting and widely read, provided
for his family's well-being In all aspects, first as a mason
suid later as a farmer. As It relates to his Incognito In
real life, Carlyle's mother once described the baby Thomas as
an "Ill-put-together bundle of humanity," perhaps because of
his physical Image to her—a long and lean or slckly-looklng
baby,33
33osbert Burdett, The Two Carlyles (Boston; Houghton
Mifflin Co,, 1931)* P« 31ff» CaIi subsequent pertinent bio¬
graphical data have been taken from this source,]
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After the presentation of Diogenes as a gift to the
Putterals, his childhood days of bliss In Entepfuhl furnish
the reader with Carlyle's conception of Nature, He sees
Nature as active In a maternal function, proferrlng the guid¬
ance and affection a mother gives. These words are used to
delineate her character!
'Kind Natvire, that art to all a bovmtlful mother i that
vlsltest the poor man's hut with auroral radiancej and
for thy Niorsellng hast provided a soft swathing of Love
and Infinite Hope, wherein he wsixes and sliimbers, danced-
around by sweetest Dreams!' (S, R., p. 90)
During the time of this maternal protection by Nature the child,
according to Carlyle, Is unaware of any concept of time, for
he Is In a world of dreams. Within time, though, the child's
mind Increases In knowledge, since
, , • changes are made In Time not by It, Mankind
and all that It does or beholds are In continual
growth, re-genesls, and self-perfecting vitality.
The time of childhood Is a "sportful sunlit ocean" In which the
child experiences no contact with the vicissitudes of life.
The child, perhaps defined In Rousseaulstlc terms, Is seen as
a naked soul, without any embellishments save those furnished
by Natiare, Yet It Is not long afterwards that Diogenes does
experience some misery, and perhaps even a type of death. This
Is noticed first In his state of bewilderment and yearning for
the knowledge of his real parentage, later In the grief that
follows the death of Andreas Putteral, and later still In his
disappointment In school and his unsuccessful love-affair with
Blumlne,
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Reveallng the process of mental growth through the
principle of association» Carlyle notes the affinity between
the Individual and external Natirre suid maintains that happi¬
ness is obtained by man when he becomes entirely knowledgeable
of this relationship. In the following passage In Sartor, he
Illustrates the association of Ideas. He talks of Diogenes,
who first begins to learn of the universe into which he has
been borni
Infinite was his progress! thus in some fifteen months,
he could perform the miracle of—Speechl To breed a
fresh Soul, Is It not like brooding a fresh (celestial)
Egg! wherein as yet all Is formless, powerless! yet by
degrees organic elements and fibres shoot through the
watery albumen! and out of vague Sensation grows Thought,
grows Fantasy and Force, and we have Philosophies, Dy¬
nasties, nay Poetries and Religions! (p. 88)
The work of the Imagination Is alluded to In the preceding
lines* The transition from purblind youth to acute manhood
Is also Indicated.
Carlyle places much emphasis on the Importance of the
child’s Imaginative power In his natiaral environment. Diogenes
Teufelsdrockh, who has no memory of his parents and who Is
called the "Wandering Jew" because he Is a stranger In town,
meanwhile Is well pleased with the Futteral environment! con¬
comitantly, he has Inexplicable love in his heart for this
Stranger who he believes is his real father. Moreover, by the
time of Futteral’s death Diogenes has had many
• . . stern experiences planted down by Memory In my
Imagination. (S. H., p. 106)
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Beforehand, though, the Infant Is altogether unconscious of
these natural occtirrencesi yet they mysteriously help in
shaping the child's aspirations.
Thomas Carlyle's days of Infancy are said to have "been
filled with precocious actions, wherein his fingers and mind
were always active. This latter point appears to he an exag¬
geration, for the mind is not fully conscious of the world in
this stage of life.
To end these brief comments on the days of the Infant,
it can be noted that Carlyle refers to the time when the mind
of this particular Infant is quite self-contained and silent.
Hardly any crying is heard from him. It seems that Nature has
provided the Infant with a peculiar type of genius, one that
contributes to his being more observant than active as a baby.
Here, then, passivity outweighs activity, as the child assinnes
a Hindu-like character,
Spesdclng of silence, it is more characteristic of James
Carlyle than of his son Thomas, for he has been provoked to
anger many times by Thomas, but remained quiet, Carlyle's con¬
temporary critics, especially James Anthony Proude, attest to
the fact that never did a man talk so Incessantly about being
silent, never silencing himself. The point Carlyle is trying
to make concerns primarily a typical or an ordinary individual,
and not necessarily a genius, although he makes a distinction
between the Infant of genius and the Infant of an ordinary
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caliber* The former’s difference stems from the Influences
which accompany him from an early age, while the latter’s
unfortunate dilemma deprives him of these Influences which
could later make him a "full'* man. However, Carlyle feels
that a poor child should be given a chance to Improve, a con¬
viction coinciding with that of Robert Owen,
A twentieth-century critic maintains that Carlyle’s
love of silence is mainly utilitarian, that quietness is the
one thing needful when working as a writer,3^ Carlyle feels
that this quality should be a part of the child as he grows
mentally, so that his contemplation will bring out the best
in him. Be reminded also of Wordsworth’s critical dogma that
ideas worth remembering come from an "overflow of powerful
feelings recollected in tranquillity," Unconsciously Carlyle
seems to continue Wordsworth’s idea. In the following selec¬
tive sentences Proude reports some of Carlyle’s personal
comments on silencei
What folly would one avoid did the tongue lie quiet till
the mind had finished and was calling for uttersuice,
, , , Words, the strangest product of our nature, are
also the most potent, , , , Speech is human, silence is
divine, yet also brutish and deadi therefore we must
learn both arts.
The nobleness of silence. The highest melody dwells only
in silence, . , , As it is but a small portion of our
thinking that we can articulate into thoughts, so again
3^olbrook Jackson, Dreamers of Dreamsi The Rise and
Fall of Nineteenth-Century Idealism (New Yorki Farrar, Straus
and Co,, 193^), p. 71.
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It is but a siaall portion, properly only the outer
surface of our morality, that we can shape Into
actions, or into express rules of actions,35
Both arts of Silence and Speech are necessary in the produc¬
tion of a harmonious relationship between the Inner and outer
Influences in the learning process.
The early years spent in Entepfuhl are memorable to
Diogenes. His acquaintance with the older men as they sat
under "the brave old Linden" tree and the tales told Diogenes
by Father Andreas are forms of entertainment for him. The
child sees his environment of Entepfvihl as the center of the
world, around which all other activities revolve and stir up
his Imagination.
Having reached the age of eight, Gneschen begins to
use the reflective power with which he was born. Already It
has been seen that he felt his city was the center of activity.
No doubt this Is owing to his earlier noticing of the stage¬
coach passing through the city. Now he assigns another mean¬
ing to this coaohi
Not till my eighth year did I reflect that this Postwagon
could be other than some terrestrial Moon, rising and
setting by mere Law of Nature, like the heavenly onej
that It came on made highways, from far cities towards
far citiest weaving them like a monstrous shuttle Into
closer and closer union, (S, R,, p, 95)
This central station at Entepfuhl may be viewed as "the self,"
35James Anthony Froude, Thomas Carlylei A History of
the First Forty Years of His Life (Londont Longmans, Green,
and Co., l682), pp. 91, 22^7
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the individiial who sees himself as a part of the whole “gar¬
ment" of society. A sense of xmlty or wholeness seems to
exist In the child's mind. His sensations are becoming ma¬
tured for a better understanding of his environment later In
life. He Is constantly trying to connect his inner thoughts
with the outside world by making such analogies as the pre¬
ceding one. Imagine the rising and setting of the sun being
compared to the dally schedule of the stagecoach. By the
time manhood Is attained, however, these activities will have
deeper meanings to Diogenes, for his esemplastlc power to unify
his thoiights will be quite active.
Carlyle Is most assuredly a Sanscullotlst, but the
trait of being quiet or silent Is characteristic of Diogenes'
childhood, a time when obedience Is a must, a time when the
child's free will comes Into conflict with necessity or naturei
... yet in that very strictness and domestic solitude
might there not lie the root of deeper earnestness, of
the stem from which all noble fruit must grow? (S. R,, p, 99)
Even in this state of passivity, he Is able to contemplate a
change, a becoming, something that will be beneficial In the
future. Being grateful for his religious upbringing by the
Futterals, Diogenes feels further that good can grow even In
the midst of "weedy entanglements of Evil," referring to that
strict rule of Father Andreas through which the child learns
reverence. Note the description of processes and organisms In
Nature which refer to abstractions, those which express Diogenes'
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actlons and attitudes. This seems to be the last Impression
made upon the young Diogenes before he enters school*
Briefly, a look Into Carlyle’s childhood days reveals
the Inquisitive child who Is very easily excited over the least
incident* During this period he undergoes several changes that
seem to affect his emotional behavior. He witnesses, among
many frightening experiences before the age of six, the prepa¬
ration of the coffin for a dead sister, the death of an uncle^
who had suffered much agony, and a temporary serious scarcity
of food to eat* He has an awestruck attitude toward his father
because of his father’s strait-laced code of ethics* In spite
of this, though, he Is proud of his father, but feels closer to
his mother, with whom he can communicate very easily. It Is
she who teaches him how to read at a very early age. At this
time he also becomes ne^tive toward his religious upbringingi
he Is doubtful of the creeds that are being superficially prac¬
ticed by the people* All of these experiences are believed to
have contributed both to Carlyle’s physical dyspepsia and to
those spirltml inhibitions that troubled him greatly In later
life*36
As viewed according to others’ opinions, Carlyle too
feels- that the child, particularly a boy. Is energetic and
wants to do something usefulj therefore he needs tools with
which to work* Froebel, a German contemporary of Carlyle’s,
3^urdett, loc* clt*
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has this to say about these tools needed In chlldhoodi
The plays of childhood are the germinal leaves of all
later life. Play Is the purest, most spiritual ac¬
tivity of man at this stage, and at the same time,
typical of human life as a whole—of the inner, hidden,
natural life In man and all things,37
If this simple act of furnishing the tools Is omitted In the
child's life, then the parents are to be blamed for stifling
their child's learning process, which is also accomplished
through the cooperative method, Carlyle's advocacy of manda¬
tory national education, which would not exclude pre-schoolers,
would surely be an essential help to the masses, considering
each unit as a "miraculous Man,"
It can now be Inferred that the youthful stage has been
reached. The vicissitudes of life are becoming somewhat more
vivid to the young boyj the organic elements and fibers are
shooting through the watery albumen of the egg. Growth rate
Is pertinent, then. In this stage, and one should be cognizant
of the fact that If the budding In youth receives too much
frost. It will not yield fruit In manhood. Therefore one's
emergence from this age should be gradual only.
From the outset, Carlyle approaches the use of Nature
in still a different context. He Is not primarily concerned
with physical description; he uses Nature as a concept, as he
speaks of Diogenes In the classroomi
37Barnard, op, clt,, p, 173
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Readlng he * cannot remember ever to have learned* j
so perhaps had it by natiire, (S, R,, p. 101)
Just as the boys with whom he comes In contact seemed to have
been guided by "the impulse of rude Nature." Carlyle's father,
meanwhile, has already taught him at the age of five the funda¬
mentals of arithmetic, which he does not forget. Nature is
seen, then, as being both good and evil. This is a recurrent
theme of Carlyle's, and may be attributed either to his own
duallstic nature or to his duallstlc-vlslon of man.
To mention a different Carlylean view of Natiire, the
following excerpt is sufficienti
Nature alone is antique, and the oldest art a mushroom.
(S. R., p. 102)
Relative to the antiquity of Natxire, Carlyle implies that it
is Inherently beautiful and vital. This idea is observable in
Carlyle's delightful desire to watch Nature and her lowly crea¬
tures in their dally performances.
Many references to natural objects are made by Carlyle
in portraying the various moods of the youth during his school
days, which are best described in these wordsi
Over his Gymnaslc and Academic year the Professor by
no means lingers so lyrical and Joyful as over his child¬
hood, Green sunny tracts there are stillj but intersected
by bitter rivulets of tears, here and there stagnating
into sour marshes of discontent, (S, R,, p, 103)
Evil enters^ his life the first day he enters the Gymnaslumj
consequently his Joyous days are declining in ninnber, but he
still manages to obtain happiness sometimes. Schilling suggests
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that evil results when man falls to develop or to be true
to his Inherent virtues and abilities,38 At times Diogenes*
passive potential for crying during infancy is converted to
activity, especially when he experiences discontent at or
anger with his pedagogical environment} consequently he is
termed “the Tearful** until thirteen.
In a statement following the illustration of what his
school days are like at this time, the young boy*s portrayal
of his **inward vivacity** is likened to
, , , a flower-tree and cinnamon-tree (of genius) nigh
choked among pumpkin, reed-grass and ignoble shrubsi
and forced if it would live, to struggle upwards only,
and not outwardsi into a height quite sickly, and dls-
proportioned to its breadth, (S. R,, p, 104)
Carlyle makes reference here also to the incompetent profes¬
sors, who he says know nothing of a boy*s nature, hence of
human nature. The professors who received their positions
through reputation are the ones who stifle the capability of
the genius Diogenes, thereby forcing him to remain silent for
the time being. Furthermore, corporal punishment, which is
strongly disliked by Carlyle, is resorted to in helping the
student to learn or to remember what he has been mechanically
taught. As it relates to the "choking** of genius, note that
even the Victorian working class is concerned with deriving
full value from the money spent for their children to attend
school.
38schllllng, op, clt,, p, 87,
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The English materialistic Ideal of making money Is
being criticized* Man’s power of being educated is being
slowly extinguished by the Incompetence of professors, who
know only literature and grammar well, and nothing of the
audio-visual arts which help to make learning a heterogeneous
process* At the first school Thomas attends he learns much
about Latin literature (Horace and Virgil) and recites homi¬
lies for splritixal enrichment* He is not altogether unhappy
during his first year, but he Is not completely satisfied
either* His troubles begin at Annan Academy, where the boys
are very uncouthi he has to learn the art of self-defense
before the boys will stop harassing him* Moreover, the acad¬
emy is pictured as a school insufficiently supplied with books
in the library* In addition to literature, French, geometry*
and algebra are tatight at this school} however, the arts are
still lacking*39
Near the end of his youthful scholastic years, Gnes-
chen’s father dies* After this Incident he recognizes that
life becomes even more meaningful In death, for his previous
endeavors now seem to him to have risen to the extent of a
sad, but beautiful, “cypress-forest*’* Under a cypress tree
he finds himself, as he contemplates his duty In a world of
appearances. It Is In this particular dilemma that one finds
Diogenes, as he emerges from a childlike or early youthful
5%urdett, op* clt** pp* 35-36*
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atage to yotmg manhood.
Another indication of the poetic elevation of Teiifels-
drockh’s mind is viewed in Carlyle's revelation of the mechan¬
ical society existing in nineteenth-century England. Keep in
mind that the bag Libra is no longer being Investlgatedi for
the bag Scorpio has been imder close scrutiny ever since the
child entered school. The significance of the scorpion symbol,
moreover, suggests that the individual has been incited to
anger, that he has undergone torture, or that he is knowledge¬
able of evil in general, as Diogenes "expectorates his antl-
pedagoglc spleen." Interestingly, the author supplies this
mordantly critical attitude toward his educational tralningi
How can an inanimate, mechanical Gerund-grinder, the
like of whom will, in a subsequent century, be manufac-
tiired at Nurnberg out of wood and leather,, foster the
growth of anything; much more of Mind, which grows, not
like a vegetable (by having its roots littered with
etymological compost), but like a spirit, by mysterious
contact of spirit. (S. R., p. 105)
Having encountered more difficulties at the university, Diogenes
xmdergoes a progressive stage of mental growth, as the bag Sag¬
ittarius is being examined. After Andreas dies, Diogenes then
discovers that he is not a descendant of the Putteral lineage.
He suffers from pecuniary distresses because Gretchen is old
and cannot provide for his education; yet the "hvimour of his
young soul reveals itself," The mythical sign suggests an
archer, a patron of hunters and the chase. Diogenes feels per¬
haps that it is his duty to "shoot arrows" into the Namelessr
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Unlverslty at a time when Right Education is needed.
At age fourteen, Carlyle enters the University of Edin¬
burgh, where his parents had hoped to send him so that he could
enter the ministry. Here he becomes more acquainted with the
superficialities of his age and does prepare himself for the
ministry, where many arrows may be shot into the hearts of many
gullible men to awaken their sense of human dignity, love and
compassion. Being mathematically Inclined, Carlyle could not
be erroneous in his formula for the rebirth or re-learning pro¬
cess.
It is intended at this point that the reader has been
made fully aware of the intimate connection between the first
two stages of life—that of childhood or Infancy, and that of
youth. Owing to such intimacy. Nature surely should be viewed
as an Integral force in both stages. However, as the Indlvid-
\:ial matures his sole dependence on Natxire lessens as he learns
to become identified with it. The latter comment constitutes
the basis for discussion in the subsequent chapter.
CHAPTER III
EDUCATION IN MANHOOD
Given that Carlyle sees the relative importance ot
literature In childhood when'fairy tales are told, it Is not
difficult to understand that he would recommend that a mature
individual should resort to reading books aa one sure method
of Increasing In wisdom* Perhaps at a great cost* the yoimg^
man may have been deprived of being educated properly and has
been
... 'turned out into the world, with beards on our
china Indeed, but with few other attributes of manhood.*
(S. R.. P. 116)
Lacking other essential attributes of manhood, a young man
should not procrastinate) he should use his time wisely In'
reading,
Teufelsdrockh evidently la not satisfied with his uni¬
versity training, but a man of geniua (Carlyle) never admits
that the enthusiasm he has Is being satiated by his Instruc¬
tors, Instead, he condemns his Institution with extreme re¬
monstrances In this excerpt)
, , , *It Is my painful duty to say that out of England
and Spain oxirs was the worst of all hitherto discovered
universities, *
Chubb^O maintains that a onountry boy from Scotland, eager to
^OEdwln Watts Chubb, Masters of English Literature
(New York) Books for Libraries Press, Inc,, 196?)» P« 357.
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learn in spite of the antique teachers and Inadequate library,
was more grateful for the training he received than he openly
acknowledged, Inr I8l4 Carlyle finished his course work at the
University of Edinburgh and left without receiving his degree0
There Is no concrete suggestion offered by Carlyle as
to what should be read; It may be Inferred, therefore, that
anything which concerns Heaven and Earth Is worthwhile as one
goes through this self-educative process, Man must new become
a thinking Individual and play his role In life according to
hia capability.
As the bag Pisces (the Fisher) Is being opened, one
sees how
A young man of high talent, and high though still temperj
like a young mettled colt, *breaks-off his neck-halter,*
and boimds forth, from his peculiar manger, Into the wide
world} which, alas, he finds all rigorously fenced-ln,
(a. R,, p. 121)
At the age of nineteen Diogenes desires to study law until he
reaches twenty-five, but he has been Informed that during these
years ladles are attracted to gentlemen. Therefore, he gives
up his legal profession as a lawyer, but he later works as a
private tutor. When he Is without a profession, Diogenes ven-
ttires to a ’•Calypso-Island" In which Heaven reveals herself to
him. The author's high Platonic mysticism Is seen In this
venture of "Splrlttial Electricity,"
Teufelsdrockh becomes an all-hearing and all-seeing
young man, now that the bag Caprlcornus (the Horned Goat) Is
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open. He sees that Life or Nature has her unique way of edu¬
cating the young man without the assistance of any books.
Often an Individual finds himself tmoccupled or undecided
about hla life’s vocationi then Nature tends to lead or di¬
rect his path. For Teufelsdrockh, this means falling In love
mysteriously* by the "grace of Nature," with Blumlne, a com¬
bination of three women In Carlyle’s life—Margaret Gordon,
Catherine Kirkpatrick, and Jane Balllle Welsh. As a young
man, he feels that through a young woman Heaven Is outstand¬
ingly revealed on Earth. Teufelsdrockh now converts his deep
feelings Into concrete thought! hence the word Love becomes a
part of his dally living. This conversion he could not make
diarlng childhood! yet the Ideas he has formed In childhood do
pursue him throughout life, as pointed out after he losea Blu¬
mlne. Diogenes and Blumlne (Goddess of Flowers) attend an
aesthetic tea at which Diogenes finds the kind of Inspiration
Carlyle advocates as being needed In Victorian England. For
a very brief period of time he stays In love with Blumlne,
who leaves him In favor of a richer man.
Following his acquaintance with Blumlne, Diogenes goes
Into a state of silence characteristic of childhood. The dif¬
ference, though, Is that this Is voluntary renunciation In
the form of grief. Resuming or outwardly projecting his stoic
quality, Diogenes nevertheless has not lost completely the
faith that Is needed In a period of despondency, for Inwardly
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he remains restless. He also notices Nature for the first
time as his "Mother and divine," Deprived of love and forced
to wander* Diogenes is described in a most romantic msmnert
A hundred and a hundred savage peaks* In the last light
of DayI all glowing* of gold and amethyst* like giant
spirits of the wildernessi there In their silence* In
their solitude* even as on the night of Noah's Deluge
first dried! Beautiful* nay solemn* was the sudden as¬
pect to our Wanderer* (S, H,* pp. 15O-I51)
who has taken that "terrific Lover's Leap," Yes* during this
period of solitude he Is able to think noble thoughts1 he Is
becoming transcendental.
At the age of nineteen Carlyle is encouraged to fall
in love I Instead of becoming a victim of love* he applies for
a mathematical mastership at Annan Academy* where he becomes
more conscious of the pretensions of yoting women Inclined to
get attached to yoxmg men engaged In teaching. The women's
Intentions cause Carlyle to refuse their offers and to contin¬
ue with his work in Isolation, Having In mind his parents'
desire that he become a minister* Carlyle permits his work to
lead further to the preparation and presentation of a divinity
discourse at Edinburgh so that he may enter the ministry. This
profession would give him an opportunity to be Chrlstllke* to
be a fisher of souls* as the bag Pisces suggests. Of course
he later finds that this is not suitable to his inward talent*
especially when he comes In contact with Edward Gibbon* whose
contemptuous attitude toward religion turns Carlyle's skeptl-
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cism into utter belief. However, It Is only through darkness^
or denial that one can find light or affirmation. After this
encounter, Carlyle teaches again, tries his hand as a lawyer,
and begins to write scholarly works for reviews, as had been
urged by a close associate, Edward Irving, He also becomes
acquainted with Margaret Gordon, who Is enticed to fall In love
with someone of a higher financial status} surely this Is not
applicable to a schoolmaster,4l
One authority on child psychology believes that every¬
one should be trained or conditioned to protect himselfwhen
he Is in the predicament in which Carlyle finds himself. In
order that composure or stability can be a part of the young
person's life when It Is needed, he should be given positive.
Idealistic and constructive Instruction during pre-adolescence.
Perhaps Carlyle's permanent stoicism prevented him from desir¬
ing to be taught about sex. In the period of adolescence the
indlvldxml's moral concepts begin to take shape, and he begins
to reveal the rudiments of altruistic Ideas. There also exists
a reciprocity between one's sex-consciousness and his burgeoning
attraction to and for the opposite sex. Experiencing the sex
urge, then. Is a part of the adolescent's development, and when
the \irge Is imcontrolled It leads to such evils as vinhapplness,
4lBurdett, loc, clt.
42m. V, O'Shea, ^ Chlldi His Nature and His Needs
(Indiana! The Children's Foimdatlon, 1924), p. 320.
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weakness» diseaset and degeneration. However» this social
evil can he avoided If one obtains the proper mental atti¬
tudes and habits In this stage. No evidence has been found
that Carlyle lacked such parental guidance, but It Is evident
that he was so engrossed with his literary activities that
they might have unconsciously affected this side of his natvire.
This brings to mind the social aspect of the system of
positivism, wherein the Intellect Is made subordinate to the
heartj yet the two combined bring about a harmonious relation¬
ship In the world, according to Auguste Comte.^3 Blumlne rep¬
resents this affective element In Diogenes* life, one which
prepares him for the worship of humanity. With this element
and the Intellectual and practical element he already possesses,
he should be able to serve humanity, but he can only obtain per¬
sonal happiness and contribute to the public welfare by lettings
his afrectlons dominate his activities and reason,^ thus en¬
larging his Intellect In quantity and quality.
Knowing for a while that he has forfeited his chance to
become fully educated, Diogenes continues to search quite Inde¬
pendently through darkness and despair, owing to the fortitude
he possesses while enduring these Inevitable adversities In
life. Contemplating his duty after having failed to obtain
Inward or outward satisfaction, he ponders the political, re-
^3a General View of Positivism (Stanford, Californiai
Academic Reprints, 1953)» P.
^4bld.. pp. 15, 365.
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liglous, educational, mechanical, commercial, and scientific
fields, which are always In need of Intellectuals capable of
occupying positions In them.
Contrary to Diogenes* apprehensions of being consumed
by Nature, depicted as a monster now, his wanderings guide him
through the nebulous physical environment of "The Everlasting
No" to a spiritual endeavor called a "Baphometlc Fire-Baptism,"
one which Is to free his mind of blind suffering. Being opened
now Is the bag Aq\jarlus, the water-bearer, which sets forth the
Idea that Diogenes is to become wiser after the baptism.
Within his mind he takesr an "Instructive course of prac¬
tical philosophy" and learns all things knowable, as he wanders
in the "Centre of Indifference,"
"The Everlasting Yea" Is the climactic period in thla
stage of Diogenes' progress. He annihilates within himself all
egoistic desires, and extends his love to humanity. Using one
of Carlyle's symbols, he experiences the Phoenix Death-Birth.
The Divine presence illuminates through Naturei
—Or what Is Nature? Hal why do I not name thee God?
Art thou not the "Living Garment of God"? 0 Heavens,
Is it. In very deed. He then, that ever speaks through
thee I that lives and loves In thee, that lives and loves
In me? (S, R,, p, 188)
The God-born child now finds Blessedness In his mature yearst he
finally concludes that his Inward talent and duty is directed to¬
wards what he had been attempting for years—writing books.
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These wanderings In the '•Centre of Indifference" are
analogous to the author's three weeks of somnambulism at Leith
Walk, owing to his suffering from the dyspepsia that had long
troubled hlmi his trying to win Jane Balllle Welsh by becoming
a literary contributor; and to his doubting of the presence of
God In His world, thinking of Him as having a delstlc ftmctlon.
Only through Carlyle's transcendental faith Is he able to find
release. Rejecting the clay-given mandate, he follows the al¬
truistic pattern or the God-given mandate to do good, for It Is
through positive action that one conquers doubt. To Carlyle
this means writing an original literary work.^5 The Center of
Indifference expresses Carlyle's moral temper from l822-l825«
Within these years he resurrects his submerged talent or latent
energies by embarking on various enterprises, traveling to Lon¬
don and Paris, meeting people of high distinction, and by wit¬
nessing outstanding occurrences.^^ The actual walk or period
of conversion lasts longer than the author suggests In Sartor.
Having begim In July or August of 1822, It goes through a very
lengthy Center of Indifference and comes to a climax before the
last version of Sartor Is written In 1830,^’^
^5C3arlisle Moore, "Sartor Resartus and the Problem of
Carlyle's Conversion," PMLA, LXX (September, 1955)* 662-673*
^^Louls Cazamlan, Carlyle (New Yorki The MacMillan
Co., 1932), p. 116.
^7Moore, "Persistence of Carlyle's Everlasting Yea,"
Modern Philology. LIV (February, 1957)» I87.
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As Plato presents the attainment of the highest Good
through an eclectic manner, so does Carlyle project the ful¬
fillment of Diogenes Teufelsdrockh*s ambition by way of eclec¬
ticism, With necessary tools he begins working to forward his
literary endeavor, the area to which he is best suited and
which is especially needed in this century in England, The
law of unity is established in this phase of the author’s life,
for he has reconciled contradictions in choosing his literary
career.
CONCLUSION
Transcending the materialistic inclinations of the
mechanical society in which he lives, Carlyle advocates a new
birth in all endeavors, with special emphasis on education,
religion, and working conditions, leading one to some definite
suggestions as to what should comprise the learning processes
from Infancy to manhood. Owing to the primary source used for
analysis, it is discernible that Carlyle’s high ideals are
focused on the kind of life he lives. Yet these Ideals are
transferable or accessible to any Individual or society de¬
siring a peaceful revolution which will overcome shams with
realities, which will educate the uneducated academically and
religiously, and which will convert inactivity to productivi¬
ty,
England has become highly materialistic, ignoring ob¬
vious moral dilemmas, as is true with any "progressive" person
or nation. In fact, doom is impending upon the people. The
Sage of Chelsea comes to offer words of admonition for the
amelioration of England’s condition, using as his architec¬
tonics a series of autobiographical sketches which trace a
pattern of growth In an indifferent world.
In depicting the educational process, beginning with
that of the child, it is inevitable that the religious view¬
point be stressed, owing to Carlyle’s strong convictions.
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Moreover, the Intention of the writer of this thesis was not
to devote time to enumerate required subjects for the child
as he progressed from kindergarten to a university career, for
Carlyle offers very few, but to portray the life of Carlyle,
as he satirically presents It in Sartor Resartus. and to pre¬
sent some of his definite but undetailed Ideas concerning the
education of man In general,
Carlyle offers no concrete program for education, ex¬
cept In the administrative area. He feels that the State
should Intervene and take control of the schools to bring about
a better system, that religion should not be divorced from edu¬
cation, and that teachers should be well qualified to train
students In the fimdamentals of morals and In academic subjects.
However, there Is a fallacy which lies In the setting up of
these constructive schools! the people on the lowest level of
social stratification are not able to benefit fully. In the
first place, the low Income of these people Is hardly suffi¬
cient to keep them on the subsistence level, much less to edu¬
cate their children properly. For an example, If parents could
not pay for a child to receive Instruction In a particular
course, the child had to sit In the classroom unattended. How¬
ever, by the beginning of the twentieth century free public
school Instruction was made available.
Interesting Is this extract on who Is educated, taken
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from Carlyle's notebook written while he was In Londoni
'Education* Is beyond being so much despised. We
must praise it, when it is not Deducatlon, or an utter
annihilation of what It professes to foster. The best
educated man you will often find to be the artisan, at
all rates the man of business. For why? He has put
forth his hand and operated on Naturei must actually
attain some true Insight, or he cannot live. The worst
educated man Is usually your man of fortiane. He has not
put forth his hand upon anything except upon his bell
rope. Your scholar proper, too, your so-called man of
letters, is a thing with clearer vision, through the
hundredth part of an eye. A Burns Is Infinitely better
educated than a Byron.
The importance of a scholar or writer is stressed tremendously.
To Carlyle this profession seems to encompass all other fields,
for
All that Mankind has done, thought, gained or beeni it
Is lying as In magic preservation in the pages of Books.^9
Of course, I am sure that Carlyle Is not conveying the idea
that all men should be writers, but Instinctively he prizes hla
perennial occupation highly. Perhaps he is trying to Induce
the feeling of hero-worship, since It helps In forming Ideals,
He makes use of biographies, especially those of English and
German origin. In shaping his own thoughts. O'Shea feels that
"nothing so quickens life as contact with life In the great
souls of the race,"50 Emulation should begin at home, the Inner
circle, and be broadened by way of outer Influences, Being
48proude, op. clt.. p. 227.
^9carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Worship (Londoni Chapman
and Hall Ltd., 1841), p, 1^
50The Child, p. 104,
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aware of the inevitable entanglements in this learning process,
Carlyle relates that
, , , we must admit that the Learning, heterogeneous as
it is, and t^imbled-down quite pell-mell, is true concen¬
trated and purified Learningi the drossy parts smelted
out and thrown aside, (S, R., pp. 38-39)
Through the process of trlal-and-error, then, one should be
able to find his link in the chain which connects "the uncon¬
scious life of Nature and the •all-conscious mind,•"^^
Men before, during, and after Carlyle’s lifetime have
demanded that the educational opportunities of the people be
enhanced, and they have set up more definite programs than he
has. However, the rate of progress in education is always
slower thaui that in material gain, but it seems to require a
man of Carlyle’s caliber to remind Mankind of their heavenly
duty to work, to extend their egoistic desires to Include love
and compassion for humanity.
Useful during the Victorian era was state intervention.
Had not the State been active, it is doubtful that the masses
would have ever risen above the state of servitude in educa¬
tional, political, and social functions. On the other hand,
state interference is not altogether fitting and proper for
our system of education, owing to the lack of brotherhood and
the presence of selfish gains. This reveals that all similar
revolutions are not accomplished in the same way.
5lHughes, OP, clt.« p, 73
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However, I am Inclined to be in accord with Carlyle
on the need for concomitant academic and religious trainings
Parental Instruction should instill the basic principles of
both, so that the child can transfer his learning throughout
the length of his school days and life. This diialistlc pro¬
gram has bred controversy for hundred of yearst it is of
major concern today, but it is not as widely elaborated upon
today as it was during the nineteenth century. The separa¬
tion of the two types of learning tends to underestimate one
and elevate the other. Learning can only be rendered useful
through a harmonious combination of both.
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